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KNIGHTS OF ST. JOHN (1530-1798) 

Oliver Friggier( 

ABSTRACT. The article provides a brief systematic account of the literary 
activity of Maltese and foreign writers in Malta under the Knights of St. 
John (1530-1798). It starts with establishing the nature and extent of the 
Italian literary tradition in the island and the ways in which local writers 
participated in the literary life of neighbouring Italy. The recognition of 
the presence of epic sentiment is given due consideration since the epic 
form is one of the major poetic genres discussed. The paper also seeks to 
identify the relationship between Maltese, the older native tongue, and 
Italian, the main and almost exclusive medium of literary expression 
during the period. 
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A LITERATURA MAL TESA SOB OS CAVALHEIROS 
DE SAO JOAO (1530-1798) 

RESUMO. Este artigo pretende ser um relato breve e sistematico da 
atividade literaria de escritores malteses e estrangeiros em Malta no perfodo 
da ocupa~ao pelos Cavalheiros de Sao Joao (1530-1798). A natureza e a 
extensao da tradi~ao literaria italiana na ilha e as maneiras pelas quais os 
escritores nativos participaram da vida literaria da Italia sao analisadas . 0 
reconhecimento da prese1wa do epico e extensivamente estudado porque a 
forma epica e um dos maiores generos literarios discutidos. Procura-se 
tambem identificar o relacionamento entre o maltes, a antiga lingua nativa, e 
o italiano , o meio principal e quase exclusivo para a expressao literaria 
durante este perfodo. 
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INTRODUCTION 

wou~~ ~~:i~~!t~ee;;xg:~~~odpththat the PI resence o~ ~e Order of St. John 
e cu tural tradition alr d · · among the educated classes in M It Th ea y existing 

course Christiaru"t I _a . a. e fundamental aspect was of 
' y, name y a rehg10n whi h I , 

national identification. In man res e . c a ~~ assumed the role of 
matters which had nothing toyd p .thctsf~s ~a~tion tended to simplify 

0 WI atth m itself Th Id 
language, Maltese, an originally Arabic dial t . . e o er spoken 
occupation (870-1091) had no wr·tt ec gomg back to the Arab 

' 1 en or recognized ltu . 
and was in principle identified with illit I cu . re of its own 
century that it started to gain the r eracy. t w~ on~y m the late 18th 
used for literary purposes on an e~~;-~:d~~~e mtell1gen~a _and to be 
Latinity, two terms which by th I g scale. Christianity and 

emse ves are too · · 
anything specific, actually embod the . nnprec1se to denote 
island's cultural identity. The Orde[ of St ~o~e evident features of the 
problems of a strictly cultural nature . ho n: ther~fore,. had no added 
established itself as the sole prota . w. en it arnved m Malta and 
aff · gorust m both political a d I 

airs. It could easily insert itself "thi th . n cu tural 
behaviour and thought and furth nhw1 n. e pre-existent pattern of 

er e ance 1t by attr ti h of Maltese men of culture. ac ng t e attention 

THE ITALIAN CULTURAL TRADITION 

One of the earlier Italian d · 
when Fran.ciscu Gattu was electe~c~ments I~ Malta goes back to 1409 
with the aim of relating on official m:~~:s a:i~:as~ador of the island 
Sicily. Umberto Biscottini published e ki~g of Aragon and 
capit~li facti et ordinati per la universi~::.e:J~: ~~~ ti~s. docum~nt: "Li 
dunati et assignati a lu nob1·11· . F . a I msula di Malta, 

illlsser ranc1scu Gattu "1 An 
document is dated 1419. The Spanish d . . ... other 
extent the birth and d I Oilllnation favoured to a great 

eve opment of a proper Italian tradition Thi . 
known to us through documents of significant im . s is 
a memorandum of 1419 hi h portance, among which 

w c was presented by the G . 
Malta to the Viceroy of Spain in Sicil " er ' ov~rnment of 
torre nell 'isolotto di Comino tra Malia ~ a!o~and~e I erez1one di una 
contro le scorrerie dei saraceni.,, 2 ° m difesa delle due isole 

. The ol~est register of the Maltese commune for the . 
mcludes a hst of prices fixed by the nobl . -I' • year 1469 

e Jurors J.Or Objects on sale: "In 
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primis la carne de lu beccu crastratu, de la capra, de lu porcu ... "3 

Together with Latin, Italian was also the official language of the 
Church. The archives at the Mdina cathedral are written in these 
languages. In Italian are written all the historical inscriptions of the 
era and "le numerose liste di arrivi e partenze di merchantili con i 
rispettivi carichi."4 

During the whole epoch characterized by the domination of the Order 
of St. John the same tradition continued to develop in the said direction 
since Malta, a feudal dependency of Sicily, conceded to the Knights by 
Charles V, "visse all' interno della sf era culturale italiana, e italiana fu 
percio la sua letteratura fino all' avanzato Ottocento."5 The use of Italian 
included internal and official communications. For instance, the laws of 
the Order were presented in Italian. 6 The manuscripts of the Council of 
the Knights fall within the same pattern. 

Italian was also used on special occasions when the high officials of 
the Order and the Maltese people met together for some official 
celebrations. When the first stone of the city of Valletta was laid in 1566, 
Padre Pelo Angosciola delivered a sermon in Italian in which he said: 
"Come speriamo nella bonta divina ella (la citta) ha da essere, non 
solo fido riposo della Religione di San Giovanni Gerosolimitano, e 
fortezza sicura dell' isola di Malta, ma anche scudo alla Sicilia, riparo 
all'Italia".7 A partial explanation of this phenomenon may be found 
in the fact that the Grandmasters "si consideravano sempre principi di 
un paese italiano; .. . si preoccuparono di curare particolarmente lo 
studio dell'italiano nelle scuole maltesi e nell'universita da loro 
fondata, e favorirono in ogni modo lo scambio di uomini e di idee fra 
le loro isole e l' Italia. "8 

These few examples are only meant to prove that the official 
cultural tradition was not exclusively linguistic, but went far 
beyond the level of formal communication, representing a particular 
vision of a social and political way of being. This general approach 
included various modes of collaboration between Maltese, Italians 
and Sicilians. For instance, the introduction of printing in Malta is 
connected with Pompeo di Fiore, probably a Sicilian, who brought 
to the island all the necessary material to open the first printing 
press (1642). Some time later Paolo Bonacota was granted 
permission to do likewise.9 
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ACADEMIC AND CULTURAL SOCIETIES 

Cultural societies flourished in Malta . . 
J:Iowever, such a tradition is much older Th mainly m the. 19th Century. 
hterary and historically, brought about b. the cultural revival, especially 
gave so much credit to the relationshi : e advent of the Order which 
prowess, motivated many Maltese me~ o;t~een knowle?ge and military 
to cul~re and establish close links with ~~ers ~o dedicate themselves 
recogrused point of reference - the It 1. maJ.or, perhaps the only, 
(1696-1778) was member of the A~~:n w~~ld. G10vannantonio Ciantar 
Belle Arte of Paris the Accad . de~a Reale delle Inscrizioni e 
C 1 ' effila deglt Intronati f S. o ombaria of Florence and of th Ar . o iena, of the 
of the times, he also assumed the enamcadi~ ~f ~ome. Following the trend 
in his capacity as member of th Fles o . nllante and Tagindo Jonide 
L.k . e orentine and Rom . . 10 

i ewise the Maltese poet Luigi Ri d (l an societies. 
of Ruidarpe Etolio on forming part gfothr 757~1823) assumed the name 

Th . . o e Coloma Etnea 11 

e tradition of Italian societies d . · 
in the 15th century One can only s anl acadeffiles was most formidable 
to this phenomena~ could have b pecu. ate on what the Maltese response 

1 een smce nothing is kno f' M cu tural societies prior to the 17th wn o altese 
ac~rding to Ms 1 of the National ~~:ury. We know, ho~ever, that 
Mifsud founded the Accademia Fervida in ary of i~al~a, Ignazio Saverio 
Maltese intellectuals with the . 1743. Mifsud thus provided 
manifestations and discussions o!~~~~~ty of participating in learned 
Italian organisations: e e on what used to happen in 

"!l .nome di Accademia dei Fervidi , 
nchiamarci alla mente altri n . . .no? puo non 
italiane, come quella degli Acc~';fedturuli ~l ac~~demie 
~ome quella degli lnfiammati di p Reggio Emi~ia ... o 
znaugurale dell'Accademia d . adov~,.:· Net discorso 
giugno 1743 ·z . ei Fervidi, letto il 19 
domandava. 'Qu~ t gwvane fundatore retoricamente 
net racchiudere in ~~n~ru~~1er ~vr~bbe Malt<: l'invitta 
vantarsi in egual modo ch~c? ~"!l~, ~on .cui potrebbe 

· d ' l piu msigm accadem · · 
c?ngressi elle piit rinomate citta d'Italia ?' I 17 ~c~ 
di Malta assunsero anche"'ss. . ... r ervidi u· i un nome accade · . ·z 
p/~~u:/;Jn~ :J::::;:;oAsi ~hiai;tO Acaden:icus Fer~;f:' u~ 
Roberto Micallef, Aca~:m~;::;i;r~f!:J~~~~f.i un Antonio 
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Gian Francesco Agius de Soldanis (1712-1770), a well known 
researcher of the Maltese language and a friend of various Italian 
scholars, belonged to the Accademia Botanica e di Storia Naturale of 
Cortona and to that of the Apatisti of Florence and of the Erranti of 
Fermo. His friend Michel Angelo Grima (1731-1798) was himself also a 
member of these institutions and knew very closely Dr Ludovico 
Coltellini, secretary of the Cortona Accademy.14 

The overall impression emanating from such activities is that 
literature was more looked at as an expression of knowledge of a 
relatively high order than as a unique and sublime expression of 
innermost feelings. A keen interest in the language, which was always 
Italian and only sporadically Maltese, together with a deep devotion 
towards the more recognised and esteemed Italian literary masters 

. (Petrarch, Dante, Ariosto) largely explains why such activities seem to 
have flourished so much, on the one hand, and why personal creativity is 
significantly rare, on the other. This should not imply that Maltese 
writers completely lacked a personality of their own, or that no instances 
of authentic literary merit can ever be found. On the other side of the 
fence, there was a popular, mainly spoken, literary tradition of the people 
who expressed themselves in what was up to then considered a mere 
dialect, unworthy of any proper literary recognition. 

EARLY WORKS IN MALTESE 

Some writers, however, have had the courage of trying their hand in 
Maltese. Their experiments are now part of the earlier period in the 
history of Maltese literature, which had to wait for the Romantic revival 
to assume the role of a widely diffused means of expression. 

An important example of poetic expression in Maltese is Lill-Gran 
Mastru Cottoner written around 1675 by Giovanni Francesco Bonamico 
(1639-1680). This poem which survived owing to the interest of de 
Soldanis in the Maltese language, 15 was first published in 1931.16 

Bonamico wrote extensively in Latin and Italian but seems to have been 
attracted for once by the beauty of the spoken language of the Maltese 
and consequently sought to infuse in his experimental piece the literary 
and thematic characteristics he would derive from his own Italian 
education. Such a synthesis of lexical and syntactical features of an 
originally Arabic origin and of stylistic and intellectual aspects of the 
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main currents of Italian tradition was sub 
the Maltese authors writing in Malt sequently bound to prevail in all 

B ~~ 
onamico is highly influenced b Bar . . 

· hyperboles and an almost ritualisti Y oque. Antithetical statements, 
respects towards a political figure :e a~f r~ach to the. them~ expressing 
characterise Maltese poetry of a 

1 
e ement~ ':'hich will invariably 

late 18th and early 19th centur1· pAnopu. ar or ~effil-ltterary nature in the 
es. mteresting corn · . 

made between the Maltese oral tradition PfOilllse 1s already 
songs) and literary poetry patterned on of the ghan~ (popular country 
Italian tradition For example th h the most typical aspects of the 
syllable metre ~ailed ottona;io ~~ :e sche~e, the use of the eight 
contact. As time went by more Malt e quatram are basic points of 
beauty of the Maltese la~guage and ~s~ ~en of ~etters discovered the 
tradition all the more important m o uced mto the new literary 

. . components they had · 
and utillsed in their so-called Itali·an . prev10usly known expenence. 

Other early examples which illustrate thi . 
between an old oral popular tradition and s ~d.amental mtercourse 
of poetry writing are particular! the ~ophisticated Italian modes 
mention only those which I conys1·dnumerous. m the 18th century. I will 

. er more important fr hi . 
and literary aspect and which I coll . om a stoncal 
Ktieb tal-Poezija Maltija: Francesco ~~z~:; ~~ :rst, volume of my Il
Glorjuz Arkanglu San Mikiel (1741)· ff F. z ant An~a (1730), Lill
(1712-1770): Sonetto punz'co m lt ' ~an rancesco Ag1us de Soldanis 

- a ese zn onore dell' ·zz . 
Ludovico Coltellini (1758)· Anon- 1749 F . z mo. szgnr. Dr. 
Century, prior to 1759). ' . - uqek Nzthaddet Malta (18th 

THE EPIC MOTIVE 

It may be relatively easy to ex 1 · h 
the Maltese had to wait for so lon:t~:cw ~the old:r .spoken language of 
the official cultural level and t qmre any ffilrumal recognition on 

. o assume the role of a · . 
ma1or, medium of literary expression It is b f . prn:1ary, if not 
reason why the epic motive so widei dif y ~ easier to. identify the 
universally followed by all Maltese \ ~sed m the Itahan tradition 
almost completely absent or only exp'::~s: i~ !~~io~~~30-1779, is 
of the Romantic movement numerous writer . se. . I the arnval 
repressed sentiment, but they could do this o~ tri~d to give vent to this 
contemporary trends which b th y m accordance with the 

y en transformed the epic sentiment into 
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lyricism. Consequently, Maltese literature, written in both Italian and 
Maltese, can hardly be said to include any semblance of a proper epic 
tradition, in spite of the fact that its ancient history has been constantly 
considered as a fundamental source of inspiration. The lyrical form and 
the historical novel, therefore, were later supposed to fill in this 
substantial gap and according to literary modes which in no way 
substitute the epic form. 

One can presumably conclude that in the period under review the 
spirit of nationalism or ethnic and territorial integrity and identity was 
not sufficiently strong. In spite of the fact that the literary tradition in 
Italian is quite long in Malta, it could not really give shape to the 
innermost feelings and aspirations of a people still in search of a proper 
definition. Foreign domination, therefore, is more efficient than the 
flourishing of culture. Maltese writers lacked a sufficient degree of self
confidence, or perhaps, it was too early for them to predict what the main 
currents of European culture were to be with the advent of Romanticism. 
The earliest interest in Maltese was philological, and the solitary figure 
of Mikien Anton Vassalli (1764-1829) was a real exception. His spirit 
was radically ahead of his times for the island. In the Discorso 
preliminare, published as an introduction to his Ktyb yl Klym Malti 
(1796), he outlines a detailed programme for the rehabilitation of his 
country, both politically and culturally, and provides an. excellent 
account of the language problem, which he considers the primary cause 
of all the cultural evils prevailing at his time in the island. But, again, we 
are only referring to the final years of the Order in Malta, a period which. 
had in store a fundamental change in the historical and cultural 
experience of the island. Henceforth, writers will really start following 
the contemporary trends of European culture and assert rights and aspirations 
in manners nowhere to be found in the previous centuries. At the centre of all 
this massive movement of national reconstruction there was the real 
acquisition of self-awareness, directly attributable to the discovery of a whole 
spate of national traditions, particularly the Maltese language. 

In retrospect, therefore, the absence of any deeply radicated national 
sentiment in literary expression is only a sign of the times. Within this 
context reference to an epic about Malta written by an Italian writer 
residing in the island can attain particular significance. Il Valletta is 
perhaps one of the most intriguing literary works ever to be written in 
Malta. Bartolomeo dal Pozzo, a poet born in Verona in 1637, spent a 
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lyricism. Consequently, Maltese literature, written in both Italian and 
Maltese, can hardly be said to include any semblance of a proper epic 
tradition, in spite of the fact that its ancient history has been constantly 
considered as a fundamental source of inspiration. The lyrical form and 
the historical novel, therefore, were later supposed to fill in this 
substantial gap and according to literary modes which in no way 
substitute the epic form. 

One can presumably conclude that in the period under review the 
spirit of nationalism or ethnic and territorial integrity and identity was 
not sufficiently strong. In spite of the fact that the literary tradition in 
Italian is quite long in Malta, it could not really give shape to the 
innermost feelings and aspirations of a people still in search of a proper 
definition. Foreign domination, therefore, is more efficient than the 
flourishing of culture. Maltese writers lacked a sufficient degree of self
confidence, or perhaps, it was too early for them to predict what the main 
currents of European culture were to be with the advent of Romanticism. 
The earliest interest in Maltese was philological, and the solitary figure 
of Mikien Anton Vassalli (1764-1829) was a real exception. His spirit 
was radically ahead of his times for the island. In the Discorso 
preliminare, published as an introduction to his Ktyb yl Klym Malti 
(1796), he outlines a detailed programme for the rehabilitation of his 
country, both politically and culturally, and provides an. excellent 
account of the language problem, which he considers the primary cause 
of all the cultural evils prevailing at his time in the island. But, again, we 
are only referring to the final years of the Order in Malta, a period which. 
had in store a fundamental change in the historical and cultural 
experience of the island. Henceforth, writers will really start following 
the contemporary trends of European culture and assert rights and aspirations 
in manners nowhere to be found in the previous centuries. At the centre of all 
this massive movement of national reconstruction there was the real 
acquisition of self-awareness, directly attributable to the discovery of a whole 
spate of national traditions, particularly the Maltese language. 

In retrospect, therefore, the absence of any deeply radicated national 
sentiment in literary expression is only a sign of the times. Within this 
context reference to an epic about Malta written by an Italian writer 
residing in the island can attain particular significance. Il Valletta is 
perhaps one of the most intriguing literary works ever to be written in 
Malta. Bartolomeo dal Pozzo, a poet born in Verona in 1637, spent a 
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lo~~ tim~ in ~alta where he became well acquainted with its history and 
spmtual id~ntity. It ':a~ Giannantonio Ciantar who accurately prepared 
the. manus~~pt for ~n~ting. Th~ work, however, did not come to light 
until 1915. The epic is a real tnbute to the achievements of the Order of 
St. John and easily manages to incorporate the aspirations of both the 
rulers and the ruled. Highly descriptive, rich in its lexical stock and 
modes of narration, Il Valletta forms part of the modem epic tradition. 

Pozzo was vested as a knight at St. Catherine' s church, Valletta, in 
1656 and stayed in Malta till 1698, when he obtained permission from 
Grandmaster Martin de Redin to return to his country, where he died in 
1722. He wrote ll Valletta between 1670 and 1675. Laurenza summarises 
the plot and its motives as follows: "Eroe principale e il La Vallette che 
molto somiglia Goffredo e al pius Aeneas; eroi secondari sono 'ugo 
Coton~r, f?g~iato sul ~naldo della Gerusalemme [Liberata], Filippo 
La~ca:is e i~ gi~v~e Parisot. All' azione principale, per mezzo di episodii 
~di ~gres~ioru pi~~ meno opportune, s'intrecciano altre imprese e gesta 
illustri dei cavalien. La verita storica, como' e da prevedersi vieni 
spessissimo dal poeta sacrificata". 18 Laurenza believes that dal' Pozzo 
patterned his work on Virgil, Ovid, Tasso, Ariosto and Dante, and may 
be related to the epic cycle inspired by Tasso's Gerusalemme Liberata, 
where the encounters between Christians and Turks constitute the central 
plot. It is equally comparable with Chiabresa's Amedeide, Sarrocchi's 
Scanderbeide and Graziani' s Conquista di Granata. 

From the start Tasso' s influence is particularly evident. Dal Pozzo' s 
opening line "L' armi canto, e 'l campion che I' aspra guerra" closely 
echoes Tasso?s "Canto l'arme pietose e 'l capitano". Both of them, 
however, are equally indebted to Virgil who opens his Aeneid with the 
words "Arma virumque cano". Historical figures are developed alongside 
others which are purely fictitious; dramatic effect frequently relies on 
reference to divine intervention. In this respect he can be said to have 
exerted some influence on subsequent Maltese writers. 

Dai Pozzo makes full use of the sound effects which can be derived 
from an a~equate handling of. the ottava rima. He is continuously in 
search of different words and his hendecasyllabic lines run smoothly and 
are rarely conditioned by the rhyme scheme: 

Sta giorno e notte il limitar patente, 
Ne' stridolo cancel l'adito preme; 
Vengon le voci, e la magion frequente 
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Le, replica all' orecchio, e tuttafreme: 
Ne' gridor, ma sommesso un suon si sente, 
Come rottafra scogli onda che geme: 
Lungi bandita e la quiete, e basso 
resta il silenzio, e por non v 'osa il passo. 
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Perhaps the most important wor~ p~blished ~r a M~tese writer ~n 
the 1530-1779 period is Madre di Dw (1762) by G10vannantoruo 
Ciantar (1696-1778). This long work, dedicated to Grandmaster·Mano~l 
Pinto de Fonseca, is made up of nine volumes written in hendecasyllabic 
lines. It is a sort of Christian epic which can somehow justif~ the idea 
that the lack of a developed traditional awareness could not logically lead 
to the creation of a properly defined epic, though the feeling involved has 
to find an analogous means of expression. On the oth~r han?: Maltese 
writers who were so deeply influenced by the Italian epic tradition could 
not so easily ignore the fact that the epic genre and epic motives were 
important segments of the literary mainstream of the er~. . 

Ciantar ignores Maltese history and turns to faith,. or directly to 
Theology to derive his inspiration which in the process will soon assume 
an appar~ntly 'political' character. Facts and sentimen~s, episod~s .and 
motives are partly dealt with humanely, and th_e in~entionall~ rehg10us 
aspect frequently plays second fiddle. The poet is epic for ~l mtents a~d 
purposes, but ambiguously so, since he regularly humaruses wha~ is 
divine and vice-versa. Madre di Dio is somewhere between a theologic~l 
treatise and a historical saga. Ultimately it is none, si~ce the poet ~s 
equally interested in relating the human worl? to ~terruty: Perhaps his 
imaginative strategy suits him in his efforts to identify a pomt of contact 
between religious principles and truths, on the o~e ~and,. and known 
classical modes of writing poetry, on the other. His mtentions. are too 
overtly literary to help him transform technical devices into re~ poetic effect. 
His technique is too dependent on the most important ~~el~ m the m°?e~n 
epic tradition to guarantee a sufficient degree of spmtuality. But this is 
probably the most interesting aspect of the whole work. I~ equally ~e~ays _a 
literary attitude which will prevail in subseque~t wnters.. Rellgion is 
historically perceived, and history is transformed mto a senes of events 
wherein divinity is bound to play the central role. In a sense,this al~~ reflects 
the dualism or ambiguity of the Order of St. John itself, partly religiou~ ~d 
partly political. The intimate relationship which both ~omponents of life m 
Malta have assumed later on can be directly traced to this trend. 
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. In his introduction Ciantar states that he was motivated by the love 
which Tusca~ poets have shown towards the Blessed Virgin. He himself 
wanted to wnte a long poem modelled on the rules typical of the · 
since thi th b epic, . . s .':as e est way of following the Horatian principle of 
urufymg utill~y with pleasure. He was equally afraid that the inclusion of 
secon?ary episodes could easily hamper the constant flow of events and 
~arration could subsequently suffer. Considering that the central motive 
is sacr~d or moral, this could have a negative effect on the utilitarian or 
educational aspects of the work. It seems that Ciantar is at a loss on how 
to .follow ~e Aristotelian rules of unity and how to insert minor plots or 
episodes without reducing the importance of the central religious theme. 

Howev~r, dogma and other truths of religion are in no way given 
sec?ndary 1mpor~ance, even though they are frequently used to further 
ennch _the narrative process and are bound to fall within the scheme of 
~e epic patte~. Long, detailed descriptions resolve themselves into 
mt_e~vals wh~rem the poet can immediately put on show his technical 
~bll1~y. He him.s,elf ?eclares that he makes full use of means of surprise, 
. anz1 ~nc~e . pm ~ que~lo. che fanno , gli epici con le loro spiritose 
mvenz10ru, 1mperc1ocche m vece de Portenti inventati dalla 1 
fanta · ·1 · 1 · oro sia, 1 m10 egg1tore trovera qui de' veri prodigi operati dall' autore 
d~lla Grazia~ della Natura." Instead of false deities, he claims to have 
given ~e p:1de of place to God himself, to angels and other spirits who 
serve him m heaven. Theology, therefore, has substituted imagination 
even though now theology itself is treated imaginatively. ' 

Madre di Dio is a highly ambitious work and is spread over about 
four_ hundred pages. Religious arguments are all organised and put in a 
p~c~ar order, almost resembling a logical exposition of identifiable 
histoncal facts. However, it is more the end-product of an intellectual or 
~ sc~ol~ than of a poet. Knowledge is more determinative than 
ni:iagma~on, though the latter is continuously fused into the former. 
C1~tar 1s constantly in search of drama and grandeur of all sorts, but 
ep~sodes frequently betray their abstract origin. It will be superfluous to 
po1~t out that the poet is grossly influenced by Baroque poetry and by 
var10us types of Mannerism: 

Preser poscia congedo: ea la vicina 
Citta sen giro per cercarvi albergo: 
Ela trovaro in una casa, in cui 
Stettero insieme; e tutti i lor discorsi 
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Eran di cio, eh' avean veduto in quella 
Grotta beata, o Paradiso in terra: 
E in rammentarlo i lumi lor -due f onti 
Divenivan di pianto, e i loro cuori, 
Animati Vessuvi, ardean d' amore. 

OTHER EXAMPLES 
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Much less significant is the poetic production of the 17th Century. 
Geronimo Marulli's I natali delle religiose militiae de' Cavalieri 
Spedalieri, e Templari, e della Religione del, tempio l' ~ltin:a roina, 
published in 1643, provides examples of Dantes far-reaching mfluence. 
Two sonnets by Marulli and Carlo Cosentino are inspired by the general 
aspects which characterize Dante' s Paradiso and Inferno respectivel~. 
Both resolve themselves in vignettes typical of so much poetic 
production of the era. Baroque influence is, however, very strong and 
seems to be the most important feature of both sonnets, themselves 
samples of a trend which historically gave birth to an age-long tradition 

in Malta. 
Enrico Magi, born in 1630, is perhaps the most interesting poet of his 

time. His Dafne, a pastoral fable in five acts, forms an integral part of 
contemporary tradition and closely participates in the ~tyli~tic. and 
thematic features of the movement known as Arcadia. Magi mamta.ms a 
musical tonality throughout and what may be initially seen as co~pl~x 
human problems is immediately developed into serene, almos: JOVI~l 
situations wherein man is depicted as the arbiter of his own destiny. His 
Rime is another important example of the great influence Baroque poetry 
had on local production. Instances of such influence are not alien _to 
Dafne, though the latter is essentially conceived as a long song with 

varying moods: 
Non si deve temer alcuna forza 
D 'amorosa saetta, se non quando 
Di propria volonta ne' tesi lacci 
Ciechi troppe inciampiamo. 
Amor e cieco e, senza forza essendo, 
Vuol caricar di fragil arco il tergo. 
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Maltese literature in Italian in the 17th century, however, is mainly 
distinguished by historical research. Descrittione di Malta isola nel mare 
siciliano (1647) by Giovanni Francesco Abela (1582-1655) is a landmark 
in the island's cultural tradition. Carlo Micallef, who died in 1689, 20 

deserves a particular mention for his novel L' Ismeria o sia l 'allegrezza 
della Francia nei stupori dell' Egitto. Essentially Baroque in conception, 
structure and style, it has a special place in the history of Maltese 
narrative prose. Equally important is Disavventure marinaresche, an 
adveri~ure story by Fabrizio Cagliola (1604-1665), a member of the Order 
of St. John. The novel, published as an edition of Malta Literaria in 
1929, is a real trend-setter for Malta. Cagniola already classifies his 
characters in believers and non-believers, and the whole narrative is a 
fusion of historical data and imaginative content. 

THE ROMANTIC REACTION 

A systematic history of Maltese Literature, in Italian and in Maltese, 
during the period of the Order of St. John has still to be written. In my 
historical research on the island's literary tradition in the native tongue I have 
dwelled at length on the international dimension of a supposedly internal 
phenomenon. Romanticism introduced a radically different vision of both life 
and literature, and one can really speak of a new era, especially where 
national awareness and the fundamental components of national identity are 
;oncerned. Malta's literary itinerary prior to the proper discovery of Maltese 
.s, however, very significant for its causative effect on subsequent modes of 
Nfiting. It constitutes a secure point of reference for the establishment of the 
)rinciple of historical continuity. It also provides examples of a tradition 
tgainst which the new literary movement was to react most forcefully, at 
east to assert the basic tenets of democracy and to identify literature with the 
ssential characteristics and aspirations of a whole national community. 
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Maltese literature in Italian in the 17th century, however, is mainly 
distinguished by historical research. Descrittione di Malta isola nel mare 
siciliano (1647) by Giovanni Francesco Abela (1582-1655) is a landmark 
in the island's cultural tradition. Carlo Micallef, who died in 1689, 20 

deserves a particular mention for his novel L' Ismeria o sia l 'allegrezza 
della Francia nei stupori dell' Egitto. Essentially Baroque in conception, 
structure and style, it has a special place in the history of Maltese 
narrative prose. Equally important is Disavventure marinaresche, an 
adveri~ure story by Fabrizio Cagliola (1604-1665), a member of the Order 
of St. John. The novel, published as an edition of Malta Literaria in 
1929, is a real trend-setter for Malta. Cagniola already classifies his 
characters in believers and non-believers, and the whole narrative is a 
fusion of historical data and imaginative content. 

THE ROMANTIC REACTION 

A systematic history of Maltese Literature, in Italian and in Maltese, 
during the period of the Order of St. John has still to be written. In my 
historical research on the island's literary tradition in the native tongue I have 
dwelled at length on the international dimension of a supposedly internal 
phenomenon. Romanticism introduced a radically different vision of both life 
and literature, and one can really speak of a new era, especially where 
national awareness and the fundamental components of national identity are 
;oncerned. Malta's literary itinerary prior to the proper discovery of Maltese 
.s, however, very significant for its causative effect on subsequent modes of 
Nfiting. It constitutes a secure point of reference for the establishment of the 
)rinciple of historical continuity. It also provides examples of a tradition 
tgainst which the new literary movement was to react most forcefully, at 
east to assert the basic tenets of democracy and to identify literature with the 
ssential characteristics and aspirations of a whole national community. 
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MALTESE LITERATURE UNDER THE 
KNIGHTS OF ST. JOHN (1530-1798) 

Oliver Friggier( 

ABSTRACT. The article provides a brief systematic account of the literary 
activity of Maltese and foreign writers in Malta under the Knights of St. 
John (1530-1798). It starts with establishing the nature and extent of the 
Italian literary tradition in the island and the ways in which local writers 
participated in the literary life of neighbouring Italy. The recognition of 
the presence of epic sentiment is given due consideration since the epic 
form is one of the major poetic genres discussed. The paper also seeks to 
identify the relationship between Maltese, the older native tongue, and 
Italian, the main and almost exclusive medium of literary expression 
during the period. 

Key words: Maltese literature, Maltese language, epic, Italian tadition. 

A LITERATURA MAL TESA SOB OS CAVALHEIROS 
DE SAO JOAO (1530-1798) 

RESUMO. Este artigo pretende ser um relato breve e sistematico da 
atividade literaria de escritores malteses e estrangeiros em Malta no perfodo 
da ocupa~ao pelos Cavalheiros de Sao Joao (1530-1798). A natureza e a 
extensao da tradi~ao literaria italiana na ilha e as maneiras pelas quais os 
escritores nativos participaram da vida literaria da Italia sao analisadas . 0 
reconhecimento da prese1wa do epico e extensivamente estudado porque a 
forma epica e um dos maiores generos literarios discutidos. Procura-se 
tambem identificar o relacionamento entre o maltes, a antiga lingua nativa, e 
o italiano , o meio principal e quase exclusivo para a expressao literaria 
durante este perfodo. 

Palavras-chave: Literatura maltesa, lingua maltesa, epico, tradi~ao italiana. 
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